
Do your key people really understand innovation?

Most companies still struggle to innovate. The skills to be a good traditional manager, engineer or marketer are quite 
different from the skills needed to be an effective innovator. To become effective innovators, your leadership team and 
line managers really need to understand what drives effective innovation, otherwise – even with the best of intentions 
– they may block rather than encourage innovation.

Structural issues with innovation
Many large organisations ‘boil the ocean.’ i.e. take months or even years to conceptualise a new product and take it to market. 
Seeing every new project/product/prototype as a big cost limits exploration, and tends to lead to over-planning and over-analysis. 

Removing the barriers to innovation
Organisations can generate innovation more effectively if they can identify what no longer works very well and move towards 
emerging best practice (the items below aren’t necessarily sequential).

ORGS NEED LESS OF THIS KIND OF STRUCTURE
Typical slow corporate product innovation:
• Identify a problem/opportunity
• Do feasibility study
• Produce detailed specifications
• Resource project with internal and external teams 
• Release to test groups and focus groups
• Detailed marketing plan
• Launch

AND MORE OF THIS STRUCTURE
Best practice product innovation
• Have a defined innovation pipeline
• Have a clear product innovation roadmap
• Have a defined strategy for resourcing it
• Have clear innovation KPIs 
• Build minimal prototypes very rapidly
• Have market validation data in about 20% of the time 
required for a traditional launch (shown in left column)

Examine your landscape

Ideate intelligently

Prototype early

Experiment early and often

Analyse and adapt

Roadmap phase

Many orgs are made up of people who live in silos and don’t 
link up often enough to spend the time to really analyse where 
their market, customers and industry are headed.

Theoretically this is the easy part of innovation, but it won’t 
bear fruit if you don’t get the other steps right.

Human beings aren’t very good at trying to predict 
what customers will buy. 
> The failure rate on new products is enormous.

Many orgs go to market either without having done early 
experimentation, or take so long to do it that the market has 
moved on by the time they are ready.

Most orgs are fully aware of the importance of data, but tend 
to measure the wrong things, or run experiments too late.

Many orgs try to run this step straight after the Ideate phase, 
and fall in the trap of having an innovation roadmap that 
hasn’t really been validated in the real world.

Find a structured way to get people together and examine 
your landscape; actually get out of the office and talk to 
customers more. Update your trends map—where you stand.

Bring people together and run structured ideations around 
specific opportunities and challenges that you have detected.

Create simple prototypes very early in the process, so that you 
can run experiments with prospective customers. 

Experimentation is the key mindset and skillset that you need 
to build. It’s essential throughout the innovation process. 

Start small experiments very early, and analyse the results; 
then you can improve or discard concepts without spending 
too much.

Place the onus on product teams to produce real 
experimentation data than can justify a project’s 
continued place in the roadmap. 



We run half-day and full-day Innovation Discovery workshops for organisations that want to innovate more 
effectively. They are open to senior management, innovation team members, R&D team members, and any 
project teams or departmental teams that need to play a role in helping your organisation innovate better.

Contact Innovator today: info@innovator.sg

How can an Innovation Discovery workshop help us?

Half-day Innovation Discovery workshop

• Understanding the various types of innovation 
   and how they are relevant to your organisation
• Understanding just how exposed your industry 
   and your organisation are to disruption

Innovation best practices
• Generating new product ideas
• Setting up an innovation pipeline
• Resourcing your pipeline effectively
• Measuring the effectiveness of innovation

1. Determining where your organisation stands
2. Identifying your constraints and opportunities
3. Generating options for next actions

Full-day workshop

A full-day workshop is more customised to your 
organisation and covers the following topics, in 
addition to those shown on the left:

• Trend mapping

Innovation best practices
• How to prioritise and evaluate ideas
• How to create an innovation roadmap
• KPIs and innovation accounting
• Resourcing & managing teams across your org

Prioritising next steps for how you will action the above 
in the context of your organisation.   

An Innovation Discovery workshop can help your key players:

Understand key types 
of innovation

Know the key trends 
affecting your org

Generate actionable 
options to pursue

Understand innovation 
best practices


